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apologize in advance for the brevity of this call, Nova, I don't have a lot of time.”Nova nodded even
as a soft click indicated Suleroth had departed his room. His task had apparently been to deliver
Draeldin's laptop to the table he set up beside Nova's bed. A little thrill ran through Nova to see his
absent master, even if it had only been three days. The lighting on the other side of the camera
wasn't as good as the last time and he couldn't quite tell where his master was — could he be
outside? No; that was foolish.Draeldin leaned closer, further obscuring the background and
drawing Nova's focus back to the moment. “Strip for me, Nova. I want to see you.”Nova eagerly
complied, tossing each article of clothing off camera as he removed it. He would have liked to give
Draeldin a proper show, but the warning about brevity kept him efficient. He settled for draping
himself in Draeldin's view instead, so the man would be able to watch the effects of their
conversation.When he finished, Draeldin made a soft, pleased sound. “You are lovely to behold. I
wish these infernal trips didn't keep carrying me away. I have plans for you when I get back.
Would you like to hear them?”Nova's heart began to pound against his ribcage. “Oh yes, Master,
please! Tell me what you have in mind.”A hint of a grin danced across Draeldin's lips, indicating his
plans were sure to be dastardly. That alone made Nova shiver. “First, I'm going to tease every
sensitive inch of your body. And I know all the places you best like to be touched. I've tested them
all. I'm especially going to linger on your thighs. You make such a delightful little sound when I
play with the insides of your thighs.”Nova released a tiny moan. Not exactly the sound Draeldin
mentioned, but close. It was partly the proximity to his shaft that drove him so mad when Draeldin
caressed that sensitive patch of skin that lay inside his thighs. And the fact that, no matter how he
shifted or squirmed beneath Draeldin's tender attentions, he could never get the man to move his
hand until he was good and ready to do so.He could tell the sound pleased his master. Draeldin
tilted his head to one side, regarding Nova's growing erection with interest. “And when I have you
writhing beneath me, darling, that's when I'm going to start using my tongue. I love the taste of
you, drenched in sweat, moving beneath me. I'm going to tease you with my tongue until you beg
for release.”Nova moaned again, arching his back, almost able to feel Draeldin's silken caresses
against his hungry skin while the man spoke. He could just see himself writhing in his bonds,
pressing his shaft against his master's body, the words tearing from his lips before he could stop
them.“I'll beg you to suck my dick, Master. I'll do anything to earn the privilege.”“I will make you
earn it,” Draeldin agreed. “And then I'll suck you off. I love the taste of you, especially after I've
been away.”Another soft sound escaped Nova's lips. His hands slid over his thighs but paused just
inches from his shaft. They twitched and he flexed them, knowing better than to touch without
permission.“Do it,” Draeldin commanded gently, a fierce fire burning in his eyes. “Think of me
while you're doing it.”Nova met his gaze as he allowed the fingers of one hand, then the other, to

slide the length of his shaft, drawing another moan from his lips. It couldn't compare to the
sensation of his master's tongue, but it would have to do for now.“I'm going to make you burn
after that, Nova,” Draeldin went on as Nova continued to stroke his own shaft. “I'm going to make
you burn so hot you won't know how to handle it. You'll scream my name because you won't be
able to think of other words.”Nova wanted it to happen. Wanted it more than he'd ever be able to
articulate. It was such a glorious thought. His hands sped along his shaft.“And just when you think
you're going to go completely mad, my pet, that's when I'm going to fuck you. I'm going to fuck
you fast and hard. I'm going to drive my shaft into your sweet ass until I cum.”Nova liked it when
his master used him rough. At the end of their more intense sessions, he pleaded for it. Sometimes
Draeldin made him work for that reward, and sometimes he simply took Nova like a wild creature
unable to stop himself. He saw that fire burning in his master's eyes as he watched Nova working
himself toward frenzy and it sent chills up and down his spine.“I can't wait, Master,” Nova
breathed, panting heavily from his own exertions. “I like it when you fuck me hard. It's my favorite
way to be used by you.”“Good,” Draeldin murmured. “Because I plan to keep doing it until both of
us are so exhausted we can't lift our heads.”

Nova has finally managed to serve the rest of his punishment and earn the glorious
homecoming his master has so long promised. He's also forged an uneasy truce with
the enigmatic Suleroth. But all is not yet well in Draeldin's household; some unknown
riddle plagues the master, the answer lurking just beyond his reach.
It seems his reliance on Aleril Toress has not yet ended.
Aleril is no closer to finding an answer to what happened to Nova. She knows trouble
is coming if she can't find an answer for Draeldin soon. Rather than tearing her
company to shreds, she keeps frustration at bay by spending time with her oh so
eager secretary. But when Draeldin requests a meeting, she can't pass up the
opportunity for another chance to seduce him.
When these two powerful personalities clash, who will become entangled in the
other's web?
The Slave Makers is a series of serial short stories, each about 10,000 words long,
detailing Nova's submissive journey, with new installments each month.
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